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Informal Introduction

Let X be an arbitrary set ofthings
no notion of closeness or Position or neighbourhood

no notion of continuous curve function on X

no notion of a sequence xn convergingtox

But what if X IR On R wehave

distance between x andy day It yl

Medametric
veryyy niceAsetequippedwithametric

is called ametric span
examples of
topologicalspaces

To have the above notions we need toequip X with a

structure that gives it a sense of place locality or position

This iscalled atopologyMX thattypeof structure is called a
topological structure

Examplesof setsthat we equipwith atopological structure

1 S Cx Al eIR AHAB 2dim sphere

its topology will beinherited from the topology on 1123

Other surfaces in R
Manifolds



2 function space setof functions on X
Supremum metric do fig If Ifa 9cal todifferent
L metric dp fig gif g p
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Definition ofTopology

Topologyday R contains morestructure that we need

Themetric onRn d tis is 11 11 Exist
gives usanotion of closeness continuity

Recall thedef of continuous

Amap f In R is cont if Axe IR te o 7870
St d fix fly E whenever day 8

Ietf IR

fly

ni

fix

alsocalled a lontindeformation

Deff f Rns R is a homemiophism if fisinnertible

and Continuous with continuous inverse

A homeomorphism Perserves thetopological structure
Topology isthe study of all the Properties pererred by

homeomorphisms orcont deformations Those properties amcalled

topological properties topological invariants



Question Is boundedness onIR a topological property

No Since f x tant is a homeomorphism from

C Y Ta to R
Boundedness comes fromthe metric which would not necessar

xist on anarbitrary topologicalspace

Recall Theopen ball B x centered atx with radius

is defined as the set yen dexis r

let's define anotion more general than open balls

Def U ER isopen if AxeU Frost B G E

Ext Showthis isequivalent tosaying that U is aunionof
openballs

We can formulate thenotion of closeness and continuity using
only opensets



Ext filthy Rn is continuous iff

f U isopen whenever U ER isopen

Thismotivates the idea of defining a topologicalstructure by
Choosing what the open sets of X ane

Is any collection T E Plt canbe Chosentobe the
open Sets No It will not necessarily give a sensible

notion of closeness Sinceintuitively we want union

neighbourhoods Jx to be also neighbourhood of x
intr

After somethought we come upwith thedefinition

Def A topology on X is a collection TEPLX
satisfying
1 O X Et
2 Anarbitrary unionA sets int is in T
3 A finite intersection ofsets int is int
sets int willbe called open sets

The pair X T is called a topological space

Why do we restrict a to finite intersections



Et Discrete Topology on X is T Pex
check tis indeed a topology

Every subset isopen In particular B areopen

Every function is cont A Singleton

Sequences only converge if they're eventually
constant

Is thistopology ametric space

Yes dexia a ites
I xt y

showthat
thetopology
inducedbythat
metric is indeed

the discretetore

Et Indiscrete Topology onX is F 4011 3


